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HUNTING AND TRAPPING LEGISLATION/ RESOURCES 

Name of main legislation:   

- Bundesnaturschutzgesetz (BNatSchG) [Federal Law on Nature Conservation] of 2009, last 
changed 2012 (http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bundesrecht/bnatschg_2009/gesamt.pdf, 
English translation: 
http://www.bmub.bund.de/fileadmin/Daten_BMU/Download_PDF/Naturschutz/bnatschg_en
_bf.pdf)   

- Bundesjagdgesetz (BJagdG) [Federal Law on Hunting) of 1952, last updated 2015 
(http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bundesrecht/bjagdg/gesamt.pdf, English translation: not 
found) 

- Additionally, each of the 16 German Länder have their own nature conservation and hunting 
laws. In the case of the regional nature conservation laws, these can further specify the federal 
law but have to stay within the framework of the federal law (framework legislation). In the 
case of the hunting legislation since the last reform of the federal structure of the German 
state, in each German Land either the regional hunting law or the federal law is binding – 
depending on their last review date. Always the newer legislation is binding (competing 
legislation). So far, only in the Länder of Nordrhein-Westfalen and Baden-Württemberg new 
regional hunting legislation has been passed and is therefore binding in these two regions. In 
all other regions, the federal law applies. However, hunting seasons can be set by regional 
directives within the boundaries set by the applicable legislation.  

Year of publication:  see above 

Supporting legislation: see above, and: 

- Bundesartenschutzverordnung (BArtSchV) [Federal Directive on Protected Species] of 2005, 
last updated 2013 (a directive specifying regulations of the Nature Conservation Law) 
(https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bundesrecht/bartschv_2005/gesamt.pdf, not found in 
English)  

- Bundesjagdzeitenverordnung (JagdzeitV) [Federal Directive on Hunting Seasons] of 1977, last 
updated 2002 (a directive specifying regulations of the Federal Hunting Law) 
(https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bundesrecht/jagdzeitv_1977/gesamt.pdf, not found in 
English)  

- Each German Land will have its own directive on hunting seasons specifying (or overruling, if 
their regional hunting law is newer than the federal one) the federal hunting season directive. 
The resulting open seasons for all species in all regions are summarised on the very helpful 
website www.schonzeiten.de. 

Legislation updates: see above 

Hunting legislation (web link):  see above 

Authority in charge of controlling hunting (web link): Untere, Obere and Oberste Jagdbehörde 
[Lower, Higher and Highest Hunting Office]. The lower one is normally located on the county level 
(>400 counties in Germany), the higher one is located on district level (not existing in every one of the 
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German Länder, but e.g. Bavaria has 7 districts, Baden-Württemberg has 4) and the highest one is 
always located on the level of the respective Land (16 Länder in Germany). These hunting offices are 
always part of the agriculture ministries/administration and not part of the environmental 
ministries/administrations save for those Länder, where both responsibilities are united within one 
single ministry.  

Major inconsistencies or loopholes detected (if yes please describe): 

The major problem of German hunting legislation and practice is that bags are not being reported in a 
species specific way for all “wild geese” or “wild ducks”, making it impossible to tell, how many 
individuals of which species are hunted. Additionally, it removes the need for hunters to actually be 
able to identify the species and therefore increases the risk of them killing protected species.  

Also, the AEWA guidelines on lookalike species are not implemented in Germany, namely in the two 
north-eastern Länder of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern and Brandenburg. In these Länder hunting of 
White-fronted and Bean Geese is permitted despite the fact that Lesser White-fronted Geese and 
Taiga Bean Geese are present that cannot be identified by the normal hunter.  

Another problem is, that there are no bag limits on any huntable species in Germany. 

Derogations (on EU Birds Directive and/or Bern Convention): 

Apart from the official open seasons regulated in the above-mentioned laws and directives, many 
German Länder have introduced blanket derogation directives that allow for the hunting of certain 
otherwise protected species under certain conditions. Most commonly, this is done for the cormorant, 
often also for grey herons, in Schleswig Holstein even for the Barnacle Goose in all coastal counties 
bordering the North Sea (not sure, whether this latter derogation actually is based on a proper 
derogation or just on the basis of granting an open season with additional conditions attached). The 
hunting of certain corvid species (Magpie, Jay and Carrion/Hooded Crow, included in Annex IIb of the 
BD for Germany) is in some Länder done within open seasons, in others through derogation directives 
(e.g. Baden-Württemberg). 

 

HUNTING AND TRAPPING: METHODS AND RESTRICTIONS 

 
Legal methods/restrictions Notes 

Hunting 

- Hunting is only permitted by licensed hunters, 
outside non-hunting areas (like settlements) 
and only by the respective local hunting 
tenant and his invited guests 

- Hunting is permitted for certain periods and 
certain species (see below). Within these 
there are no bag limits. 

- The only permitted hunting method for birds 
is shooting with shotguns and rifles. 

- Poisoning of any huntable species (birds and 
non-birds) is prohibited 

- Falconry is permitted, but any taking of birds 
from the wild is prohibited if not permitted by 
a specific derogation permit. Such permits are 
only issued in very small numbers. 

All this information is based on the national 
hunting legislation. But note, that it can 
nowadays be overruled by regional legislation 
of the Länder, if their laws are newer. 
However, any new regional laws are more 
restrictive about hunting than the current 
national law.   
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- Hunting is banned at night from one hour and 
half after sunset to one hour and half before 
sunrise. 

- It is forbidden to hunt with artificial light or 
sound devices 

 
Trapping  
 

- Any type of trapping of birds is prohibited 
 

Trapping is still allowed for the hunting of 
mammals. Such traps have to be set in a way 
that does not pose a danger to birds. This 
means especially concealed access and baits 
not visible from above. 
 
Bird trapping used to be a very popular 
activity, especially along the North Sea coast, 
where you can still visit historical bird 
trapping sites (“Vogelkojen”), now often 
converted to bird reserves. Until the 50ies and 
60ies of the previous century, finch trapping 
was also a common activity in the Rhine area 
of western Germany. 

 

HUNTING SEASONS AND SPECIES 

Below hunting seasons according to the national hunting legislation are given, but regional legislation 
can differ. Normally regional legislation is more restrictive. The best summary of the exact applicable 
hunting seasons for each species in each region available at www.schonzeiten.de. 

All species, that are huntable species according to the hunting law, but do not have a specified open 
season as per the table below, are protected from hunting all year round (e.g. Capercaillie, Black 
Grouse, Quail, Mergansers, Great Bustard, Raven, all species of birds of prey etc.). Interestingly, the 
fact that these species are formally “huntable”, even though they can never be hunted, still has legal 
implications, such like: Next to nature conservation authorities, hunting tenants are (or rather should 
be) responsible for the conservation of these species in their hunting areas, and the collection of 
carcasses (like road kills) or even feathers of these species need the consent of the local hunting 
tenant. 

As mentioned in section 1, additionally to the below species, there are a few other species that can be 
hunted based on regional legislation (magpie, carrion/hooded crow, jay) or based on regional blanket 
derogations (barnacle goose, grey heron, cormorant, magpie, carrion/hooded crow, jay). In each case, 
special conditions apply. In special cases (low numbers), specific one-off permits (derogations) can and 
are being granted, e.g. to control buzzards or goshawks for predator control or to take young 
goshawks from the nest for falconry purposes.  

A NABU survey amongst the German regions in 2014 found, that in the period 2004-2014 in none of 
the 16 German regions more than 3 taking permits (goshawks) for falconry per year have been issued. 
Only in the regions of Bayern (Bavaria) and Niedersachsen (Lower Saxony) permissions have been 
given to control birds of prey for predator control reasons to protect domestic fowl or prevent general 
“ecological damage” (in Bavaria : 59 individuals, of these 7 Common Buzzards and  52 Goshawks, in 
Lower Saxony: 2008-2012, 62 Buzzards and 26 Goshawks). 
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Open Hunting Season Legally huntable species Notes 

01.09-15.12 Grey Partridge   

01.10-15.01 Pheasants (all species) All introduced species 

01.10-15.01, additionally 15.03-
15.05 (male only) 

Wild Turkey Introduced species 

01.11-20.02 Common Woodpigeon, Eurasian 
Collared-dove 

 

01.11-20.02 Mute Swan  

01.11-15.01 and 01.08-31.08 
(Greylag Goose only) 

Greater White-fronted Goose, 
Greylag Goose, Canada Goose, 
Brent Goose, Bean Goose 

Canada Goose: introduced species 
Bean Goose: no distinction made 
between Taiga and Tundra Bean 
Geese 

01.09-15.01 Mallard  

01.10-15.01 Eurasian Wigeon, Common Teal, 
Northern Pintail, Greater Scaup, 
Tufted Duck, Common Pochard, 
Velvet Scoter, Common Scoter 

 

16.10-15.01 Eurasian Woodcock  

11.09.-20.02. Eurasian Coot  

01.10-10.02 Black-headed Gull, Common Gull, 
European Herring Gull, Great 
Black-backed Gull, Lesser Black-
backed Gull 

 

 

TRAPPING SEASONS AND SPECIES 

Open Trapping Season Legally trapped species Notes 

Trapping of birds is generally 
prohibited in Germany 

   

 

TRADE AND PEST SPECIES 

Legal trade Notes 

The taking and trading of birds from the wild is 
generally prohibited in Germany. 

 

Legislation on “pest species” Notes 

Derogations are granted by regional directives of 
the Länder that allow shooting of several otherwise 
protected species with the official reason being 
prevention of damage to agriculture or fisheries. In 
these cases, special conditions apply for the 
hunting of these species. 

This is the case for extended hunting periods for 
Greater White-fronted Geese and Bean Geese in the 
Länder of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern and Brandenburg. 
During the extension periods, shooting these species is 
only allowed on crop fields (where they are assumed to 
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cause damage), or for the open season on Barnacle 
Geese in western Schleswig-Holstein.  
Other such derogations are in place for Cormorants, 
Grey Herons and Magpies, Jays and Carrion/Hooded 
Crows in many regions. 

 

NGO: NABU  

Contact Person: Lars Lachmann, Lars.Lachmann@nabu.de, 030-284984-1620 
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